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<table>
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<tbody>
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Dear Colleagues,

the Italian Network of Psychologists’ Associations (INPA) warmly invites you to the 14th European Congress of Psychology (ECP) to be held in Milan on 7-10 July 2015 under the auspices of the European Federation of Psychologists’ Associations (EFPA). Both new research and best practices from all fields of Psychology are welcome. As stated by the EFPA General Assembly in Istanbul on 10 July 2011, a new commitment has been made to extend the contribution of psychological research and applications towards society as a whole and beyond the traditional recipients of psychological services. Policy makers and communities should benefit from the progress of Psychology in times of profound changes across all domains of life to promote health, education, work, well-being and welfare. The EFPA General Assembly accepted our proposal to host the 14th ECP in Milan in the context of the EXPO 2015, choosing the University of Milan–Bicocca as the Congress venue. The entire Italian psychological community has given its full support to ensuring the success of the Congress. Milan is a moral capital and an intellectual and business centre that attests to Italian excellence in many fields of arts, science and aesthetics. We will be honoured to welcome you in Milan.

Mario Sellini
President

Gian Vittorio Caprara
Honorary President
Dear Colleagues and Friends,

on behalf of the European Federation of Psychologists’ Associations (EFPA) I cordially welcome you to the XIV European Congress of Psychology. I am pleased to see a growing participation from Europe as well as other continents, which seems to signal that the global financial crisis and economic recession have indeed come to an end. Over the years the European Congress of Psychology has become the place to meet European psychologists and learn about advances in theory and research as well as educational and professional developments in Europe. I note with pride and satisfaction that this Congress has contributors from all over the world! Particularly noteworthy is the attention paid to the societal significance of psychology. As you will see, the Congress program contains many contributions demonstrating how psychology helps to understand, prevent and resolve human problems. You will note a special emphasis on the psychology of food and nutrition. This exhibits the support of the Congress for the World EXPO which is dedicated to the theme *Feeding the Planet, Energy for Life.*

Welcome to Milano!

Robert A. Roe
President of the European Federation of Psychologists’ Associations
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Keynote Speakers

• Verónica Benet Martínez, Pompeu Fabra University
  Multi-cultural experiences and identities: psychological dynamics and consequences

• Alfonso Caramazza, University of Trento and Harvard University
  The organization of object knowledge in the brain: domains and attributes

• Felicity de Zulueta, King’s College London
  Resistance to change in a world of change: unravelling our secret traumatic attachments

• Joan Duda, University of Birmingham
  Empowering coaching: the development, delivery and impact of a theory-based intervention to promote adaptive motivational climate

• Erich Kirchler, University of Vienna
  Paying taxes in a climate of mutual cooperation

• Gary P. Latham, University of Toronto
  The influence of primed goals on organizational behavior

• Anna B. Leonova, Moscow State University
  Towards stress-management technology: perspectives on measuring and enhancing the human life potential

• Alessandra Lemma, University College London
  Dynamic Interpersonal Therapy: old wine in a new bottle?

• Anne Maass, University of Padova
  Language and social cognition

• Lars-Göran Nilsson, University of Stockholm
  Risk factors for dementia: an overview

• Thomas Zoëga Ramsay, Copenhagen Business School, Singularity University
  Frontiers of consumer neuroscience – studying the brain outside the lab

• Giacomo Rizzolatti, University of Parma
  Action and intention understanding: the neural mechanisms

• Robert A. Roe, Maastricht University
  How far can we get? A future perspective on diversity and collaboration in psychology

• Christine Roland-Lévy, University of Reims
  Risk Psychology

• Eugenia Scabini, Catholic University of Milan
  Family relationships: a long-lasting source of well-being

• Ralf Schwarzer, Free University of Berlin
  Health behaviour change

• Shalom H. Schwartz, Hebrew University of Jerusalem
  The vanishing effect of religious identity on personal values: a study of Protestantism, Catholicism, Eastern Orthodoxy, Islam, Judaism, and non-affiliation

• Linda Steg, University of Groningen
  Values and pro-environmental actions

• Lenka Šulová, Charles University in Prague
  Actual values and attitudes of Czech children

• Gisela Trommsdorff, University of Konstanz
  Self-regulation as organizing individual development in cultural context

• Philip G. Zimbardo, Stanford University
  Transforming Evil into Heroism
### Areas and Topics of Psychological Research and Practice

#### A. GENERAL ISSUES AND BASIC PROCESSES

1. History of psychology
2. Research design and experimental methods
3. Psychometrics
4. Psychobiology
5. Genes-environment interplay and behaviour
6. Cognitive neurosciences and neuroimaging
7. Sensation, perception and space
8. Attention and consciousness
9. Learning and memory
10. Language and communication
11. Motivation and emotion
12. Intelligence and cognitive functioning
13. Thought, decision and action
14. Personality
15. Artificial intelligence and expert systems
16. Research methods and psychometrics
17. Theoretical approaches
18. Social judgment, impression formation, impression management
19. Other

#### B. DEVELOPMENT AND EDUCATION

1. Language acquisition
2. School adjustment, academic achievement and learning disabilities
3. Learning and instruction
4. Attachment and intimate relationships
5. Moral development and prosocial behaviour
6. Emotion and self
7. Social cognition, identity and social interactions
8. Bullying and aggression
9. Adolescent adjustment
10. Parenting
11. Temperament and individual differences
12. Typical and atypical development
13. Child abuse and neglect
14. Developmental disorders in health
15. Longitudinal analysis
16. Other

#### C. CULTURE AND SOCIETY

1. Ethics and deontology
2. Family systems and processes
3. Sex and gender
4. LGBTQI studies
5. Group processes and intergroup relations
6. Attitudes and values
7. Race and ethnicity
8. Prejudice and social exclusion
9. Media and communication
10. Economic choices
11. Forensic psychology and law
12. Political preferences and behaviour
13. Religion
14. Music
15. Qualitative methods
16. Psychological processes
17. School setting
18. Other

#### D. WORK AND ORGANIZATION

1. HR assessment and development
2. Leadership and entrepreneurship
3. Teams performance
4. Well-being at work
5. Organizational behaviour
6. Labour market, unemployment and flexicurity
7. Human factors and ergonomics
8. Innovation management
9. Sustainable development and corporate social responsibility
10. Traffic and transportation
11. Tourism
12. Safety culture and climate
13. Age and work
14. Workplace learning and training
15. Career guidance
16. Other

#### E. HEALTH AND CLINICAL INTERVENTION

1. Assessing and accrediting quality of psychotherapy training and practice
2. Psychodiagnostics
3. Personality assessment
4. Psychoanalysis and psychodynamic psychotherapies
5. Evidence-based psychotherapies
6. Family treatments
7. Personality disorders
8. Community psychological cares
9. Positivity and well-being
10. Sport and exercise
11. and healthy self-regulation
12. Cognitive disturbances and rehabilitation
13. Psycho-oncology and psychological support in chronic diseases
14. Disaster and crisis psychology
15. Ageing and dementia
16. Interventions for children, young adults and families
17. Psychosomatics and clinical psychophysiology
18. Interventions
19. Psychopathology
20. Psychological processes in mental disorders and care
21. Sexual health
22. Other

#### F. EXPO 2015 HOT TOPICS

1. Capacities building and human development
2. Nutrition, development and well-being
3. Consumer behaviour
4. Cognitive enhancers and brain nutrients
5. Eating disorders
6. Psycho-social development and adjustment under conditions of poverty
7. Psychological consequences of natural disasters for individuals, families and communities
8. Life skills in culture and society
9. The psychological causes of economical crisis and its related costs for individuals, families and society
10. Psychotechnologies and lifelong learning
11. Environment and sustainability
12. Mindfulness
13. Neuroeconomics and neuropolitics
14. Cyberspace and virtual realities
15. Data mining
16. Consumer behaviour, neuroeconomics, neuropolitics
17. Psychosocial consequences of disasters and poverty
18. Life skills in culture and society
19. Psychological choices on environmental versus economical sustainability
20. Environment and sustainability
21. Sustainability and mindfulness
22. Other
If you are interested in a particular type of session you can locate it in the Congress Program via its color code. The codes are:

- **KEY**
- **IS**
- **IS EFPA**
- **PS**
- **SA**
- **RT / RT EFPA**
- **TS**
- **AWARD**

**How to read the Scientific Program**

- **9:00 - 10:50**
  - Supporting Parents With Evidence-Based Interventions
  - **Convenor:** Lavinia Barone
  - **Presenters:** George Downing, Femmie Juffer, Francesca Lionetti, María José Rodrigo
  - **Discussant:** María José Rodrigo

**Panel**

- Collect survey-based data free of charge
- Representative sample of the German population (n > 4000)
- Use data from different fields of social and behavioral sciences for your research

Submit your questionnaire proposal and request data!

**Open-Access Measurement Instruments for the Social Sciences**

- Freely available items, background information, and data sets for more than 200 instruments
- Publish your own instruments, keep your copyright

Search for instruments & publish your own work!
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**Wednesday 8th**

**9.00 - 10.30**

**NEW DIRECTIONS IN RESEARCH ON THE EMOTION REGULATORY FUNCTION AND SOCIAL CHANGE**
- Chair: Monica Prada
- Presenters: Susana Comas, Fabio Calvetti, Antonio Mona
- Discussant: Silvia Cavero

**9.00 - 10.30**

**PSYCHOLOGICAL TRAUMA IN MASS EMERGENCIES: GOALS, CRITERIA, ENACTMENT METHODS**
- Chair: Guido Bubka
- Presenters: Giuseppe Cincotta, Francesco Cignavici, Christiane Kellenberg, Stefano Moro
- Discussant: Michele Costanzo

**9.00 - 10.30**

**INTERNET, TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIAL CHANGE: A SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE**
- Chair: Silvia Comas
- Presenters: Stefano Mora, Dario Mancini, Christiane Kellenberg, Stefano Moro
- Discussant: Angelo Luce

**11.00 - 12.30**

**COMMUNICATING WITH YOUTH: FROM THEORY TO INTERVENTION**
- Chair: Francesco Dehau
- Presenters: Michelle Gauthier, Colin McHugh, Giacinto Van Kempen, Yves Vanbeekbroek, Jhijy V.githubusercontent>

**12.30 - 14.00**

**LEARNING AND GAY PATIENTS IN THE SOCIAL CONTEXT: WHAT THEY THINK WE ARE, WHAT WE ACTUALLY ARE**
- Chair: Nicola Randelli
- Presenters: Miriam Bailer, Arci Cusumano, Carola Richetti, Kari Sou, Anna Sogli, Silvia Santini
- Discussant: Bianca Albini

**14.00 - 15.30**

**UNDERLYING MECHANISMS OF EXTERNALIZING AND SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR PROBLEMS IN ADOLESCENCE**
- Chair: Elisa Ghera, Sam Tadjer, Aline Ribeiro, Andrea Di Lorenzo, Andrea Di Lorenzo
- Presenters: Ettore Baglioni, Alessio Cavaliere, Andrea Di Lorenzo, Andrea Di Lorenzo
- Discussant: Emma Scoppetta

**15.30 - 17.00**

**NEW DIRECTIONS IN CULTURE: USE OF THE DESIRE FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD ASSESSMENT FOR PRESCHOOLERS AND OVERINCLUSIVITY ASSESSMENT IN INCLUSIVE RESEARCH AND PRACTICE**
- Chair: Jack A. Beiglböck
- Presenters: Sigrid Caccia, Manuela Baldassarre, Eva Gurtler, Giovanni Poletti
- Discussant: Stefano Tucci
- Discussant: Stefano Tucci

**16.00 - 17.30**

**ATTITUDES TOWARDS SAME-SEX MARITAL MARRIAGE AND SAME-SEX PARENTING ACROSS EUROPE**
- Chair: Silvia Comas
- Presenters: Paolo Agosti, Gianni Scamarone, Sara Sabato, Silvia Santini, Valeria Sanesi
- Discussant: Francesco Cignavici

**16.30 - 18.00**

**LEADERSHIP, LEADERS AND LEADERSHIP: THE UNITED NATIONS AGENDA**
- Chair: Stefano Tucci
- Presenters: Antonio Lonati, Giada Ronca, Elena Cignavici, Stefano Moro
- Discussant: Nerina Capraro

**17.30 - 19.00**

**MANAGING HEALTH CARE ORGANIZATIONS**
- Chair: Sara Cervi
- Presenters: Kate Brown, Ashley Wallington, Lisa Cram, Pablo Arevalo, Elizabeth Lam, Anna Savinelli
- Discussant: Rosario Coccia

**18.00 - 20.30**

**EMOTION REGULATION**
- Chair: Paolo Coccia
- Presenters: Jose Rios, Chakir Elkhairi, Ali Saltoun, Carmen Maffi, Emma Maffi, Jennifer Pickett
- Discussant: Francesco Cignavici

**20.30 - 22.00**

**EMOTION AND PERSONALITY**
- Chair: Francesco Cignavici
- Presenters: Laura Knecht, Alexander Unger, Giorgio Guglielmi, Mirjana Kuskova, Yurii Koval
- Discussant: Stefano Tucci

**21.00 - 22.30**

**DRIVING & DRIVER BEHAVIOUR**
- Chair: Gian Mario Scaturo
- Presenters: Tommaso Ghiotto, Alessandro Ghiotto, Stefania Comandini, Francesco Comandini
- Discussant: Stefano Tucci

**22.30 - 00.00**

**EMOTION AND ECONOMY**
- Chair: Francesco Cignavici
- Presenters: Daniele Benforato, Gian Luca Baracca, Stefano Tucci
- Discussant: Stefano Tucci

**00.00 - 02.00**

**EMOTION AND SOCIETY**
- Chair: Francesco Cignavici
- Presenters: Daniele Benforato, Gian Luca Baracca, Stefano Tucci
- Discussant: Stefano Tucci

**02.00 - 04.00**

**EMOTION AND TECHNOLOGY**
- Chair: Francesco Cignavici
- Presenters: Daniele Benforato, Gian Luca Baracca, Stefano Tucci
- Discussant: Stefano Tucci
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Presenters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00-10:30</td>
<td>VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN</td>
<td>Fatih Çetin, Lilian Jans-Beken, Tobias Soeldner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00-11:30</td>
<td>TEACHING AND LEARNING</td>
<td>Neeru Basu, Barbara Giorgi, De Marco, Roberto Lajerbian, Rafal Kruk, Monica Shukla, Sarath Ramesh, Mark C. Smith, Srinivas S. Narasimha, Malay J. Roy, Senthil Kumaran, S. Shriram, Malay J. Roy, Senthil Kumaran</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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MORNING 10:50 - 11:35

A - GENERAL ISSUES AND BASIC PROCESSES

001 HISTORY OF PSYCHOLOGY

002 A CENSUS OF SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGISTS IN PORTUGAL

003 PSYCHOLOGY IN CYPRUS: A 55 YEAR RETROSPECTIVE

004 THE ATTENTION IN AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDERS

005 THE CONCEPT OF MEMORY IN BRAZILIAN EDUCATIONAL CONTEXTS ACCORDING TO ITS DIFFERENT TEMPORALITIES

006 AN EXPLORATORY STUDY ON THE OPTIMAL SHAPER OF THE BELIEF-GENERAL ABILITIES TEST FOR NEW STAFFS

007 AN OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE APPLICATION TO STUDY NUMERICAL REPRESENTATIONS IN CHILDREN AND ADULTS

008 ANALYSIS OF CLASS PARTICIPATION

009 ANALYSIS OF THE RESEARCH DONE BY PSYCHOLOGY STUDENTS AT RICARDO PALUMA UNIVERSITY

010 EMERGENCY: THE TEST EMOTION KNOWLEDGE FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL-AGED CHILDREN

011 EMOTIONAL REGULATION IN SITUATIONS OF INDUCTION: VALIDATION OF THE CHINESE VERSION OF THE DELPHIS SCALE

012 PROBING THE PROCRUSTES SCALING IN POLAND

013 HOW DO YOU KNOW THE RANDOMIZATION IN EXPERIMENT WAS SUCCESSFUL? A PROGRAM TO ESTIMATE THE PROBABILITY OF SUCCESSFUL RANDOMIZATION IN REQUIRED SAMPLE SIZE

014 INVARIANCE MODEL OF THE STATE AND TRAIT ANXIETY INVENTORY'S 5 FACTORIAL STRUCTURE AND EFFECTS OF ANXIETY ON QUALITY OF LIFE

015 COGNITIVE FLEXIBILITY: CONCEPTUALIZATION AND OPERATIONALIZATION STUDIES OF THE CONTENT

016 CONVERGENT Validity OF PERCEPTUAL INHIBITION: COMPARISON OF PERCEPTUAL INHIBITION EFFECTS

017 MEASURING QUALITY OF SCHOOL CONTEXT: TESTING FACE VALIDITY OF IOACE SCALE

018 COUNTING DISCOUNTING INVENTORY: NEW INSTRUMENT TO MEASURE THE DISCOUNTING AND IMPATIENCE

POS Posters

026 INDIVIDUAL FEEDBACK TO PREVENT LEARNING DEFICITS IN CHRONOMETRIC MENTAL ROTATION TASKS

027 NEUROPSYCHOMETRIC STRUCTURE OF THE NEW FORM OF SOCIAL CULTURAL CAPITAL

028 PSYCHOMETRIC EVALUATION: WORKING ON THE NEW FORM OF SOMATIZATION IN THE DSM 5

029 SOLVING ISSUES IN FINANCIAL INFLUENCE WITH BAYESIAN STRUCTURAL EQUATION MODELING

030 THE EFFECTS OF EXAMINERS' PROFICIENCY, CONTEXTUALITY AND RESPONSE SLOW DOWN ON THE KR TEST SENTENCES ON DISCLARIERS

031 THE EFFECTS OF DEPRIVATION IN APPEARANCE BETWEEN TWO CATEGORIES WHEN THEIR MEANS DIFFER AT 0.05 SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL

032 SCHOOL ADJUSTMENT, ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AND LEARNING DISABILITIES

033 THREE SIDES OF VOCATIONAL IDENTITY: A STUDY OF ITS DIMENSIONALITY IN HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS AND COLLEGE STUDENTS

034 ANALYSIS OF NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL PROFILES IN PREDICTING LISTENING DEFICIT HYPERATTENTION DISORDER AND SLUGGISH COGNITIVE TEMPO

035 EFFECTIVENESS OF GROUP TRAINING AND SCREENING TOOL FOR CHILDREN WITH AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER

036 EVALUATION OF THE CATALAN VERSION OF THE ADULT ADhd-Rating Instruments
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**A - GENERAL ISSUES AND BASIC PROCESSES**

**04 PSYCHOLOGY**

01 ANALYSING DREAMS THROUGH BIOLOGY: A NEW PERSPECTIVE
Hanaia De Angelis - University College London, London – United Kingdom
Emma Colbert - King's College London, London – United Kingdom
Social Neurosciences Research Team - King's College London, London – United Kingdom
Frederick Vivar - King's College London, London – United Kingdom
Patrick Vogt - King's College London, London – United Kingdom
Francoise Sperk - King's College London, London – United Kingdom

02 EFFECTS OF EMOTION REGULATION DIFFICULTIES ON THE TRADITIONAL REFERENCING TO SERVICES - AN INTERNATIONAL COMPARISON
Guiliana Almazan - Galileo School of Banking, Galician - Poland
Monika Pszczola - University of Social Sciences and Humanities, Sopot - Poland

05 GENETIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL OVERLAP BETWEEN COGNITIVE ABILITIES AND AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER (ASD)
Victoria Brunstrom - King's College London, London - United Kingdom
Emma Colbert - King's College London, London - United Kingdom
Social Neurosciences Research Team - King's College London, London - United Kingdom
Frederick Vivar - King's College London, London - United Kingdom
Patrick Vogt - King's College London, London - United Kingdom
Francoise Sperk - King's College London, London - United Kingdom

010 GENETIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL OVERLAP BETWEEN COGNITIVE ABILITIES AND AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER (ASD)
Victoria Brunstrom - King's College London, London - United Kingdom
Emma Colbert - King's College London, London - United Kingdom
Social Neurosciences Research Team - King's College London, London - United Kingdom
Frederick Vivar - King's College London, London - United Kingdom
Patrick Vogt - King's College London, London - United Kingdom
Francoise Sperk - King's College London, London - United Kingdom

011 INDIVIDUAL AND CONTEXTUAL INFLUENCES IN THE PRACTICE OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY: A Meta-Analysis
Susana Baradat - University of Los Andes, Bogotá - Colombia
Saskia Schreurs – University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam - The Netherlands
Olica Lucia Santamaría - University of Los Andes, Bogotá - Colombia
Cathryn Finck – University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam - The Netherlands

012 POST DIVORCE MOTHER CHILD RELATIONSHIPS DURING ADOLESCENCE
Nadine Sabatini Bernardini - University of Fribourg, Fribourg - Switzerland
Dorothy Costa – University of Fribourg, Fribourg - Switzerland

06 - COGNITIVE NEUROSCIENCE AND NEURAL NETWORKS

013 DISFUNCTIONAL REWARD MECHANISMS IN ADDICTION DISEASE AND GAMBLING
Roberta Finocchiaro - Catholic University of Milan, Milan - Italy
Melica Balconi - Catholic University of Milan, Milan - Italy

014 FUNCTIONAL NEUROMARKING OF MAJOR DEPRESSION: A META-ANALYSIS
Christian Menecchi - Stanford University, Stanford - United States
Paul Harrison – Lasseau Institute for Brain Research, Utah - United States
Matthew Satterth – Stanford University, Stanford - United States

07 - SENSATION, PERCEPTION AND SPACE

020 AXIALMORPH SPACE PROCESSING IN 7 MONTH-OLD: LEFT-TORIGHT ORIENTATION FACILITATES LEARNING OF ABSTRACT RULES
Hermann Ruhe – University of Munich-Biscaya, Milan - Italy
Valeria Gariboldi – University of Milan-Biscaya, Milan - Italy
Valeria Gariboldi – University of Milan-Biscaya, Milan - Italy
Petra Bollettini – University of Milan-Biscaya, Milan - Italy
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096 FORESIGHT, GROUP REALITY AND COLLECTIVE TIME PERCEPTION IN RUSSIAN MANAGERIAL TEAMS

106 OPEN SOURCE INTELLIGENCE: ORGANIZATION’S KNOWLEDGE

107 PENITENTIARY AGENTS’ PERCEPTION OF THE STRUGGLING FACTORS AND THE COPING STRATEGIES USED BY THEM

108 PERCEIVED EXCLUDABILITY IN WORKPLACE AND BEHAVIORAL INTENTION TO ACQUIRE CHILDREN: AN APPROACH FROM PLURALISTIC IGNORANCE

109 PREDICTORS OF RE-EMPLOYMENT: A QUESTION OF ATTITUDE, BEHAVIOR, OR GENETIC

110 RELATIONSHIPS OF THE CORTISOL RESPONSE TO STRESS AND MENTAL HEALTH: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS

111 SINGLE-ITEM MEASURES OF GROUP CULTURAL VALUES: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW

112 BREAKING BAD NEWS IN ASSISTED REPRODUCTIVE TECHNOLOGY (ART): A CONSENSUS PROTOCOL FOR GUIDELINES

113 THE EFFECTS OF EMOTIONAL EXPRESSIONS AND STRATEGIES ON NEGOTIATION OUTCOMES: A META-ANALYSIS

114 THE ROLE OF BIG FIVE PERSONALITY ON WEEKLY APPRAISALS OF PERCEIVED SUFFERING

115 TEACHERS’ PERCEPTIONS OF STRESSORS, THE USE OF COPING STRATEGIES WITHIN THE SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT, AND TEAM SATISFACTION AND WORK FAMILY BALANCE

116 THE ROLE OF EMOTION IN NEGOTIATION: A META-ANALYSIS

122 COMPETING PARTICIPANTS AND NON-PARTICIPANTS IN A SELF-MANAGEMENT INTERVENTION: A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL

123 WOMEN’S NARRATIVES ABOUT IDENTITY, POWER, AND CAREER ATTACHMENT AFTER LEAVING THE PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SECTOR

03 TEAM PERFORMANCE

095 CRT - COGNITIVE TEAM BUILDING: AN INNOVATIVE METHOD TO INCREASE TEAM PERFORMANCE

094 YOUTH CULTURE, MEDIA AND SCHOOL CULTURE: A POSSIBLE DIALOGUE

093 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN OF A NEW CHILDMINDING SITE IN JAPANESE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

092 FAMILY INCAPACITIES ASSOCIATED WITH ON-LINE COMMUNICATION IN JAPANESE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

091 PARENTAL STRATEGIES FOR CHILDREN’S ADJUSTMENT TO DIVORCE: ATTACHMENT, ADJUSTMENT TO DIVORCE ON ATTACHMENT

090 PARENTAL STRATEGIES FOR CHILDREN’S ADJUSTMENT TO DIVORCE: ATTACHMENT, ADJUSTMENT TO DIVORCE ON ATTACHMENT

089 PARENTAL STRATEGIES FOR CHILDREN’S ADJUSTMENT TO DIVORCE: ATTACHMENT, ADJUSTMENT TO DIVORCE ON ATTACHMENT

088 THE EXPORATION ANALYSIS OF THE AID CHILDREN’S FAMILY RELATIONSHIP IN TAIWAN

087 STUDENTS’ PERCEPTIONS OF CLOSE RELATIONSHIPS: A MULTICULTURAL POINT OF VIEW

086 SELF PERCEPTION AND EARLY MALFORMATIONS IN SIBLINGS OF ADULTS WITH DIFFERENT SIBLING POSITION

085 PSYCHOLOGICAL WELL-BEING OF FAMILIES IN THE SOUTH AFRICAN CONTEXT: A PROSPECTIVE MULTICULTURAL MODEL

084 PARENTAL DIVORCE, INTRA-PARENTAL CONFLICT, AND PARENT-CHILD RELATIONSHIP AFTER HAVING EXPERIENCED PARENTAL DIVORCE

083 PARENTAL STRATEGIES FOR CHILDREN’S ADJUSTMENT TO DIVORCE: ATTACHMENT, ADJUSTMENT TO DIVORCE ON ATTACHMENT

082 WOMEN IN RUSSIAN FAMILY: INTER-GENERATIONAL TRANSMISSION OF FAMILY INTERACTION PATTERNS

081 DOMUS - CENTRO DE TERAPIA DE CASAL E FAMÍLIA, PORTO ALEGRE - BRAZIL

080 THE EXPRESSING OF THE SEARCH OF THE AID CHILDREN’S FAMILY RELATIONSHIP IN TAIWAN

079 DIFFERENT SIBLING POSITION AND CONFLICT, AND PARENT-CHILD RELATIONSHIP AFTER DIVORCE IN STUDENTS OF SHIRAZ UNIVERSITY

078 DOMUS - CENTRO DE TERAPIA DE CASAL E FAMÍLIA, PORTO ALEGRE - BRAZIL

077 STUDENTS’ PERCEPTIONS OF CLOSE RELATIONSHIPS: A MULTICULTURAL POINT OF VIEW

076 BRIAN MARGARET CRED - DOMUS - CENTRO DE TERAPIA DE CASAL E FAMÍLIA, PORTO ALEGRE - BRAZIL

075 LUCIANA BERTOLUCCI - DOMUS - CENTRO DE TERAPIA DE CASAL E FAMÍLIA, PORTO ALEGRE - BRAZIL

074 MARIA FERNANDES DA SILVA - DOMUS - CENTRO DE TERAPIA DE CASAL E FAMÍLIA, PORTO ALEGRE - BRAZIL

073 TOMAS DE ANDRADE ALVES - DOMUS - CENTRO DE TERAPIA DE CASAL E FAMÍLIA, PORTO ALEGRE - BRAZIL

072 PETER APÓDACA-URQUIJO - UNIVERSITY OF THE BASQUE COUNTRY, BILBAO - SPAIN

071 MEYU YANG - TAIWAN, PROVINCE OF CHINA

070 FUKUSHU MASAOKO - KYUSHU UNIVERSITY, FUKUOKA - JAPAN

069 ZHI-KUN WANG - BEIJING NORMAL UNIVERSITY, BEIJING - CHINA

068 RACHEL DAY - UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE, NEWCASTLE UPON TyNE - UK

067 ILARIO PASSONI - UNIVERSITY OF MILAN, MILAN - ITALY

066 LUCA PANCANI - UNIVERSITY OF MILAN-BICOCCA, MILAN - ITALY

065 ANGELO CAPPADONTO - UNIVERSITY OF MILAN-BICOCCA, MILAN - ITALY

064 MAXIMILIANO LACASA - UNIVERSITY OF MILAN-BICOCCA, MILAN - ITALY

063 ANNA GIACOBELLI - UNIVERSITY OF MILAN-BICOCCA, MILAN - ITALY

062 MARCIA DE SOUZA - UNIVERSITY OF MILAN-BICOCCA, MILAN - ITALY

061 Erika Rosa Cappelletti - University of Milan-Bicocca, Milan - Italy

060 Filomena Frisone - University of L’Aquila - Italy

059 Francesca D’Acquisto - University of L’Aquila - Italy

058 ANGELA GORI - University of L’Aquila - Italy

057 Beatrice Comolli - University of L’Aquila - Italy

056 FABIO FIORINI - University of L’Aquila - Italy

055 Silvia Chwartzmann Halpern - Domus - Centro de Terapia de Casal e Família, Porto Alegre - Brazil

054 Paula Hintz Baginski - Domus - Centro de Terapia de Casal e Família, Porto Alegre - Brazil

053 Silvia Chwartzmann Halpern - Domus - Centro de Terapia de Casal e Família, Porto Alegre - Brazil

052 Evelina Kyrychko - Danylo Dibky University, Dnipro - Ukraine

051 Paulas Rautas Luencing - University of Coimbra, Coimbra - Portugal

050 Tereza Rebelo - University of Coimbra, Coimbra - Portugal

049 Isabel Donn - University of Aveiro, Aveiro - Portugal

048 Darius Turc - University of Bucharest, Bucharest - Romania

047 Teresa Rebecchi - University of Milan-Bicocca, Milan - Italy
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036 Elisa Vignali - University of Milan, Milan - Italy

035 Fatma Betül Aydın - Middle East Technical University, Ankara - Turkey

034 Anil Bhagwanjee - University of the Basque Country, San Sebastian - Spain

033 Hana Nejedlouhova - Masaryk University, Brno - Czech Republic

032 Yosuke Tanaka - University of the Basque Country, San Sebastian - Spain

031 Sebastian Jaramillo - University of the Basque Country, San Sebastian - Spain

030 Emi Miura - University of Tsukuba, Tsukuba - Japan

029 Juana Gómez-Benito - Barcelona - Spain

028 N. ORCHID - UNIVERSITY OF BUCAREST, BUCHAREST - ROMANIA

027 Riccardo Capuano - Private Practitioner, Rome - Italy

026 Patrizia Steca - University of Lille 3, Villeneuve d’Ascq - France

025 Silvia Chwartzmann Halpern - Domus - Centro de Terapia de Casal e Família, Porto Alegre - Brazil

024 Emmerich Keunen - Deirdre Desmond - National University of Ireland, Maynooth, Maynooth - Ireland

023 Deirdre Desmond - National University of Ireland, Maynooth, Maynooth - Ireland
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109 PRECIPITATED SUPPORT INSIDE AND OUTSIDE WORK: PRECIPITATED ORGANIZATIONAL SUPPORT, FAMILY SUPPORT AND JOB SATISFACTION IN DISABLED WORKERS
Carlos-María Rivera - Rey Juan Carlos University, Madrid - Spain
María José Chambel - University of Lisbon, Lisbon - Portugal
Juana José Fernández - Rey Juan Carlos University, Madrid - Spain
Alicia Arribas - Rey Juan Carlos University, Madrid - Spain

111 THE FUNDAMENTAL SHIFT OF JOB DEMANDS IN THE WORLD OF WORK - NEW FORMES OF STRAINS - CAUSES, CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSEQUENCES
Ana Pimentel - University of Lisbon, Lisbon - Portugal
Rafaela Carvalho Rodrigues - University of Leiria, Leiria - Portugal

112 THE IMPACT OF ORGANIZATIONAL RESTRUCTURING ON MANAGER WELLNESS
Hana Breit - Black - University of全方位,全方位,全方位,全方位,全方位

115 THE RELATIONSHIP OF ORGANIZATIONAL CHALLENGE, JOB SATISFACTION, SUPPORT AND PUBLIC HEALTH WITH BURNOUT AMONG STAFF OF SOCIAL SECURITY ORGANIZATION
Fernando Marcato - University of Trieste, Trieste - Italy
Luisa Di Blas - University of Trieste, Trieste - Italy
Osnat Vitali - Municipality of Trieste, Trieste - Italy
Donatella Ferrari - University of Leiden, Leiden - Netherlands

116 WORK FAMILY CONFLICT AND FACILITATION - WHERE SHOULD WE EXPECT CONSEQUENCES?
Yvonne van de Ven - Antwerp University, Antwerp - Belgium
Frank van de Ven - Antwerp University, Antwerp - Belgium

117 “MY NEKOWIN HAS DOWNSYNDROME: I KNEW WHEN HE WAS BORN” (DOCUMENTARY)
Emanuela Beretta - Spedali Civili di Brescia, Brescia - Italy
Francesca Galli-Gallo - YU University Medical Center, Amsterdam - Netherlands
Joana Correia Benito - University of Barcelona, Barcelona - Spain

118 DOMAINS OF THE INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF FUNCTIONING COVERED BY THE MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS MOST WIDELY USED IN SCHIZOPHRENIA
Olaf Holmetorp - University of Bergen, Bergen - Norway
Franziska Green - University of Manchester, Manchester - UK

119 EFFECTS OF INTERNET-BASED VIDEO-FEEDBACK TRAINING FOR REDUCING EMBARRASSMENT WHEN PURCHASING CONDOMS: ONE YEAR FOLLOW UP
Hua-ying Miao - Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai - China

120 IMPACT OF A GROUPE COUNSELING BASED ON NARRATIVP PERSPECTIVE ON THE CARE EXPERIENCE OF CHILDREN WITH LOW INCOME IN COLOMBIA
Erika Roa - National University of Colombia, Bogota - Colombia
Angela Benítez - University of Barcelona, Barcelona - Spain

122 BIOPSYCHOSOCIAL HEALTH OF YOUNG PEOPLE INVOLVED IN SOCIAL WORRYING ABOUT ADOLESCENTS IN SPAIN
Vicente Olalla-Bassas - University of Girona, Girona - Spain
Angel Cañiz - University of Zaragoza, Zaragoza - Spain
Alexa Cuíca - University of Zaragoza, Zaragoza - Spain

128 THE EFFECTIVENESS OF EXTREME SOCIAL WITHDRAWAL/HIKIKOMORI SYNDROME INTERVENTION: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW
Francesca Resmini - USL 8 Arezzo, Arezzo - Italy
Elisa Franchi - USL 8 Arezzo, Arezzo - Italy
Floriana De Angelis - USL 8 Arezzo, Arezzo - Italy

130 EMOTIONAL LONG MEDICAL TRAINING IN FEMALE CRITICAL CARE ITALIAN STUDENTS
Mariana Fernández - Sapieux University of Rome, Rome - Italy
Cristiano Vespignani - University of Rome, Rome - Italy
Floriana De Angelis - Sapieux University of Rome, Rome - Italy

131 ASSESSMENT OF THE INHIBITION OF QUALITY CRITERIA FOR DRUG PREVENTION INTERVENTIONS WITH ADOLESCENTS IN SPAIN
Víctor José Villarán Basco - University of Zaragoza, Zaragoza - Spain
Angel Cañiz - University of Zaragoza, Zaragoza - Spain
Alexa Cuíca - University of Zaragoza, Zaragoza - Spain

133 THE EXTREME SOCIAL WITHDRAWAL DURING EARLY ADOLESCENCE: EPIDEMIOLOGICAL DATA ON HIKIKOMORI SYNDROME FROM AN ITALIAN POINT OF VIEW
Flavia Farina - USL 8 Arezzo, Arezzo - Italy
Elisa Franchi - USL 8 Arezzo, Arezzo - Italy
Floriana De Angelis - USL 8 Arezzo, Arezzo - Italy

134 ELEMENTS FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF EXTREME SOCIAL WITHDRAWAL/HIKIKOMORI SYNDROME IN ADOLESCENCE
Flavio Mercatini - University of Ancona, Ancona - Italy
Elisa Franchi - USL 8 Arezzo, Arezzo - Italy
Floriana De Angelis - USL 8 Arezzo, Arezzo - Italy

135 INFECTION AND POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDERS: TWO INSTRUMENTS OF RESEARCH
 Federica Devedenie - University of Milan, Milan - Italy
Stefania Rizzardi - University of Milan, Milan - Italy
Rosaria Nupa - University of Milan, Milan - Italy
Elisa Franchi - USL 8 Arezzo, Arezzo - Italy

136 INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE: ILLNESS PERCEPTION, QUALITY OF LIFE, SYMPTOMS AND TREATMENT SATISFACTION
Luceria Mancini - University of Perugia, Perugia - Italy
Valeria Azzurri - University of Perugia, Perugia - Italy

137 INFORMATIVE VIDEO TO REDUCE ANXIETY IN ORAL SURGERY
Jasmina Zarka - University of Sarajevo, Sarajevo - Bosnia and Herzegovina
Magda Buta - University of Sarajevo, Sarajevo - Bosnia and Herzegovina

138 MODERN HEALTH WORKERS AND SUBJECTIVE HEALTH COMPLAINTS
Arta Dika - University of Kardzhali, Kardzhali - Bulgaria
Kristina Savic - Sisak Bovic Health Care Center, Sisak - Croatia
Ante Mandic - Mostar University Hospital, Mostar - Bosnia and Herzegovina
Maja Miladin Kaji - Mostar University Hospital, Mostar - Bosnia and Herzegovina
Milko Kovac - Sisak Bovic Health Care Center, Sisak - Croatia

139 NEW STRATEGIES FOR DETECTION AND TREATMENT OF SUICIDAL BEHAVIOR: ADAPTATIONS OF AMERICAN PROGRAMS IN EUROPE
Francisco Manuel Morales Rodriguez - University of Malaga, Malaga - Spain
Juan Juarez Duce - University of Granada, Granada - Spain
Vera Schilder - University of Zagreb, Zagreb - Croatia

140 PSYCHOLIGICAL GAMBLING DUE TO ARMPITZILLA: TWO CASES
Alper Kemeroglu - Gazi University, Istanbul - Turkey
Gokce Celik - Universite Sabanci, Istanbul - Turkey

143 PSYCHOLOGICAL ONLINE SERVICES FOR COUPLES: A COMPARISON BETWEEN ITALIAN AND FOREIGN SERVICES
Maluza Curve - Anima Research Institute, Naples - Italy
Emmanuela Rodriguez - Anima Research Institute, Naples - Italy
Laura Ferrara - Anima Research Institute, Naples - Italy

144 RESEARCH ON THE DESIRABLE DEGREE OF SELF-PARTICIPATION TO THE CONTENT AND METHOD DETERMINATION OF MEDICAL SERVICES
Hiroki Okabe - King University, Hakusui - Japan

147 SEVERE ACQUIRED BRAIN INJURY: EFFECTS ON RELATIONAL AND LEGAL LIFE OF PATIENTS AND THEIR FAMILIES
Sara Garbucci - Fondazione Don Carlo Gnocchi, Centro E. Spalenza, Rovato - Italy
Maria Eugenia Gras - University of Barcelona, Barcelona - Spain

149 PROBLEMATIC INTERNET USE AND EATING PROBLEM IN YOUNG PEOPLE: A COMPARATIVE STUDY BETWEEN ITALIAN AND DUTCH POPULATIONS
Renata Pighinelli Dallaqua - Kin University, Tokyo - Japan
Sven Barnow - Martin Luther University, Halle - Germany

Maria Eufemia Gras - University of Barcelona, Barcelona - Spain

152 THE INFLUENCE OF SLEEP HYGIENE EDUCATION ON NARRATIVE PERSPECTIVE ON THE CAREER PATHWAY IN YOUNG PEOPLE WITH AUTISM
Mark J.M. Sullivan - Cranfield University, Cranfield - United Kingdom

153 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CLINICIAN’S DEGREE OF SELF-COMMUNICATION AND THE-spin-off of the effects the complaint of the counselor and the implications of the counselor
Emanuela Rodriguez - Anima Research Institute, Naples - Italy
Anna Caruso - Anima Research Institute, Naples - Italy
Stefania Manzato - Anima Research Institute, Naples - Italy

156 EFFECTS OF SLEEP HYGIENE EDUCATION ON SLEEP IN PATIENTS WITH NON-PsychOPHYPHICS: A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL
Furkhan Sharaan - Hamadan University of Medical Sciences, Hamadan - Iran
Alireza Rahimi - Hamadan University of Medical Sciences, Hamadan - Iran
Masoud Esmaili Hoorfakht - University of Zanjan, Zanjan - Iran

157 THE INFLUENCE OF SLEEP HYGIENE EDUCATION ON SLEEP IN PATIENTS WITH NON-PsychOPHYPHICS: A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL
Francisco Morales - University of Extremadura, Badajoz - Spain
Robert Xavier García - University of Extremadura, Badajoz - Spain
Pauk Vitorino Sergio - University of Extremadura, Badajoz - Spain

158 STUDY OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SOCIAL WithDRAWAL AND PERCEIVED SOCIAL Support and JOB SATISFACTION RelationShip With SEEKING help FROM A PSYCHOPHYSICIAN: A COMPARATIVE STUDY BETWEEN ITALIAN AND DUTCH POPULATIONS
Anna B. Leonova - Irina Kuvaeva - Carina Loeb - University of Bern, Bern - Switzerland

159 THE EFFECTS OF SLEEP HYGIENE EDUCATION ON SLEEP IN PATIENTS WITH NON-PsychOPHYPHICS: A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL
Furkhan Sharaan - Hamadan University of Medical Sciences, Hamadan - Iran
Alireza Rahimi - Hamadan University of Medical Sciences, Hamadan - Iran
Masoud Esmaili Hoorfakht - University of Zanjan, Zanjan - Iran
005 - EATING DISORDERS


011 A STROOP FACILITATION EFFECT FOR DEATH CUES

012 ABILITY BASED ASSESSMENT OF EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE BY ANALYZING NARRATIVE CONSTRUCTION

014 ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON BETWEEN KOREAN AND JAPANESE EXPRESSIONS

015 CAN BASIC PSYCHOLOGICAL NEEDS BE FOSTERED BY A MODERATELY CONSTRUCTIVE DESIGNED ONLINE TRAINING PROGRAM?

016 COPING WITH NEGATIVE EMOTIONS: TO THINK OR NOT TO THINK? A STUDY ON THE EFFECTS OF COGNITIVE AND AFFECTIVE MEDIATION ON EMOTIONAL REGULATION:

017 CRITERION AND STRUCTURAL VALIDITY OF THE MOOD ADAPTABILITY QUESTIONNAIRE (MAQ) IN WORKERS, ATHLETES AND STUDENTS OF FOUR NATIONS

018 MEDIAL MEDIA AND MOBILE BODY IMAGE: THE INFLUENCE OF MUSCULARITY ON EMOTIONAL REGULATION

019 DIFFERENTIAL EFFECTS OF ANXIETY AND AGE ON THREAT AND VALANCE RATINGS OF PICTURES

020 EFFECTIVENESS OF COMMUNICATION SKILLS TRAINING ON EMOTIONAL MATURITY

021 EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE AND ANGRY RUMINATION: THE MEDIATING EFFECT OF NEGATIVE AFFECT

022 HOSTLITY FORMS OF EMOTIONALLY CHANGED CHILDREN: THE ROLE OF THE PARENTS' TREATMENT

023 HOW POSITIVE DIFFERENTIAL INFLUENCE MOTIVATION

024 INTRA AND INTER-INTERGROUP INTERACTIONS: A NEUROSCIENTIFIC PERSPECTIVE ON EMPATHY TOWARDS HUMANS AND ANIMALS

025 LANGUAGE MARKER FOR NEGATIVE BAG IN DAILY NARRATIVES

026 MEDICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF THE NARRATIVE THERAPY

027 MEDIA, MOTIVATION AND MALE BODY IMAGE: THE INFLUENCE OF MUSCULAR IDEA MEDIA ON MENS'S SELF-EVALUATIONS AND COGNITIVE SCHEMES

028 MOOD DIVERSITY ENHANCES CREATIVE PERFORMANCE IN BRAINWRITING DRILLS

030 THE ROLE OF PERSONALITY TRAITS AND ALIASES IN EATING DISORDER TREATMENT AND LONG-TERM TREATMENT REGIMEN

031 THE ROLE OF PSYCHOLOGIST IN LITHUANIAN PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITALS

032 WHAT ARE THE MOST APPROPRIATE STRATEGIES TO REFUSE UNPROTECTED SEX IN THE OPINION OF YOUNG WOMEN

033 COMBORBIDITY IN THE ABUSE OF SUBSTANCES OF THE TOBACCO AND THE ALCOHOL IN THE ANOREXIA NERVOSA DEPENDING ON THE BEGINNING OF THE TEEN Marka Volela-Velicka-Goricci - University of Zagreb, Tuzla - Bosnia

034 DYSFUNCTIONAL SCHEMAS, COPING AND PSYCHOLOGICAL DISTRESS LEVELS OF OVERWEIGHT AND NORMAL WEIGHT PEOPLE Gulya Dzhiy - KFU, Ufa - Russia

035 EARLY DIAGNOSIS OF EATING DISORDERS: THE WEIGHT OF THE PSYCHOLOGIST IN A DAY HOSPITAL OF NUTRITION SCIENCE Archibald Letherby - ASL Napoli 2 Nord, Giugliano in Campania - Italy

036 INFLUENCE OF BODY IMAGE DISORGANIZATION, BMI, PHYSICAL SELF AND SEXUAL ORIENTATION ON THE DIETARY RISK IN STUDENTS Lucia R Mapelli - Andrei Bello Catholic University, Caracas - Venezuela

037 QUALITY OF LIFE AND EXPLICIT/IMPLICIT ATTITUDE TO LOW AND HIGH CALORIC FOOD OF INDIVIDUALS WITH OBESITY

038 READING NEW WORDS, THE CHANGE FROM THE SUBSPECIAL TO THE lexical ROUTE Fernanda Cortés - University of Cordoba, Cordoba - Spain

039 THE EFFECT OF MATERNAL SENSITIVITY ON BOTH CHILDREN AND MOTHERS' VERBAL AND BEHAVIORAL EXPRESSIONS DURING PLAYING WITH THEIR CHILDREN

040 UNDERSTANDING EATING DISORDERS: EARLY MALAPPROPRIATE SCHEMAS AND EMOTION REGULATION Seda Supamart - Ege University, Izmir - Turkey
B - DEVELOPMENT AND EDUCATION

06 - EMOTION AND SELF

041 A SCHOOL WITH MINDY: EMOTIONAL EDUCATION INTEGRATED EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT WITH DOG ACCORDING TO A MODEL OF RECONSTRUCTION FICTION
Savina Zenza - SCPIS. Scuola di Psicobiologia Strategica Integrata, Rome, Italy

042 ASSESSMENT OF YOUNG CHILDREN’S SOCIAL EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT: APPLICATION OF VINCENEL SOCIAL CHILDREN EARLY CHILDHOOD SCALE TO A SAMPLE OF ITALIAN CHILDREN IN KINDERGARTEN
Davide Canese - Sapienza Università di Roma, Rome, Italy

043 ELICITING EMOTIONS IN CHILDREN: AN INNOVATIVE AFFECTIVE PICTURE DATABASE DEVELOPED THROUGH AN ONLINE SURVEY
Simone Scavo - Vita-Salute San Raffaele University, Milan, Italy
Paola M. Arias - Vita-Salute San Raffaele University, Milan, Italy
Mirea Grassi - Vita-Salute San Raffaele University, Milan, Italy
Laure Senglet - Vita-Salute San Raffaele University, Milan, Italy
Anna Dei - Vita-Salute San Raffaele University, Milan, Italy
Patrizia Bocchi - A Policlinico Università di Torino, Torino, Italy
Maria Marchetti - A Policlinico Università di Torino, Torino, Italy
Anna Maria Romano - A Policlinico Università di Torino, Torino, Italy

051 PROJECT PROPOSAL: ACTIVITY OF 10 YEARS OF INTERVENTION
Vito Talamo - Policlinico Università di Torino, Torino, Italy
Vitalia Scasso - A Policlinico Università di Torino, Torino, Italy
Valeria Quaro - A Policlinico Università di Torino, Torino, Italy
Patricia Bocchi - A Policlinico Università di Torino, Torino, Italy

0513 THE ACHIEVEMENT EMOTIONS OF KOREAN STUDENTS TOWARD THEIR PARENTS
Jeongga Kang - Seoul National University, Seoul, Republic of Korea

0514 EMOTION UNDERSTANDING SKILLS OF TODDERS UNDER DIFFERENT CARE TYPES: MODERATOR ROLE OF CHILD TEMPEMENT
Sudipta Datta - Medical School Technical University, Arhus, Turkey
Sethibak Gombou - Medical School Technical University, Arhus, Turkey

0515 SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL Inteligence OF THE EXCELLENT Professors
José Luis Martínez-Román - European University of Madrid, Madrid, Spain
Rosa Del Rosario - European University of Madrid, Madrid, Spain
Lida Moreno Blesa - European University of Madrid, Madrid, Spain
Marta Pardo - European University of Madrid, Madrid, Spain

0516 EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE OF THE EXCELLENT Professors
José Luis Martínez-Román - European University of Madrid, Madrid, Spain
Rosa Del Rosario - European University of Madrid, Madrid, Spain
Lida Moreno Blesa - European University of Madrid, Madrid, Spain
Marta Pardo - European University of Madrid, Madrid, Spain
Blanca Rodríguez-Pino - European University of Madrid, Madrid, Spain

04 EMOTION AS A MEANS TO MANAGE EMOTIONAL TRAITS IN THE SCHOOL: A CASE STUDY
Javier García Pinto - European University of Madrid, Madrid, Spain
Karina Díez - European University of Madrid, Madrid, Spain
Hanaa Al-Jaber - University of Novi Sad, Novi Sad, Serbia
Hossein Kareshki - University of Novi Sad, Novi Sad, Serbia

052 CONSTRUCTION OF ADULTS AND THEIR FAMILY IN THE UNIVERSITY: A CASE STUDY
Oana Leuș - Universitatea de Vest, Romania

053 CONTRIBUTING TO THE HORRIBLE IN THE INTERNET SPACE: A CASE STUDY
Oana Leuș - Universitatea de Vest, Romania

054 THE ROLE OF INTRINSIC MOTIVATION, INFORMATION QUALITY AND USE ON A LEARNER SATISFACTION
Hossein Keshesi - Ferdowsi University of Mashhad, Mashhad, Iran

055 THE SPACE EMOTION RELATIONSHIP CONSTRUCTED THROUGH MUSICAL EXPERIENCE: EMBODIED EMOTION IS SAMPLABLE
Koki Irie - Kyoto University, Faculty of Human Life, Japan
Koichi Fujii - Kyoto University, Faculty of Human Life, Japan
Yuki Endo - Kyoto University, Faculty of Human Life, Japan
Natsuki Aimu - Rissho University, Tokyo, Japan
Kansai Yamamoto - University of Osaka, Osaka, Japan
Fumie Ono - Yamaguchi University, Yamaguchi, Japan
Kunihiro Umeda - University of Osaka, Osaka, Japan

040 TIME PERCEPTIONS AND PROCRASITNATION
Aleksandra Kotl - University of Jilin, Jilin, China
Agnieszka Brajer - University of Jilin, Jilin, China

049 PROCESS OF CHANGE IN MOTHERS’ ABILITY TO PERCEIVE INFANT EMOTION
Remo Obere - Osaka Women University, Osaka, Japan
Ryo Naka - Osaka University, Osaka, Japan

050 PROCRASTINATION, SELF-EFFICACY AND ANXIETY IN SCHOOL STUDENTS
Hylia Bakana - Lomonosov Moscow State University, Moscow, Russian Federation
Anna Rennu - Lomonosov Moscow State University, Moscow, Russian Federation
Yana Vovk - Lomonosov Moscow State University, Moscow, Russian Federation

051 PROJECT PROPOSAL: ACTIVITY OF 10 YEARS OF INTERVENTION
Vito Talamo - Policlinico Università di Torino, Torino, Italy
Vitalia Scasso - A Policlinico Università di Torino, Torino, Italy
Valeria Quaro - A Policlinico Università di Torino, Torino, Italy
Patricia Bocchi - A Policlinico Università di Torino, Torino, Italy
Maria Marchetti - A Policlinico Università di Torino, Torino, Italy
Anna Maria Romano - A Policlinico Università di Torino, Torino, Italy

0515 SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL Inteligence OF THE EXCELLENT Professors
José Luis Martínez-Román - European University of Madrid, Madrid, Spain
Rosa Del Rosario - European University of Madrid, Madrid, Spain
Lida Moreno Blesa - European University of Madrid, Madrid, Spain
Marta Pardo - European University of Madrid, Madrid, Spain
Blanca Rodríguez-Pino - European University of Madrid, Madrid, Spain
138 THE RELATION BETWEEN EARLY MALADAPTIVE SCHEMATIC VENTING, STRESS AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SYMPTOMS AND THE NEEDS THREATS
Berta Vílchez - Anversa University, Turin, Italy
Gonzalo Suyyari Peña - Anversa University, Turin, Italy

140 UNIVERSITY STUDENTS’ MENTAL HEALTH LITERACY AND ACCESS TO MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES: A MIXED METHODS APPROACH TO IMPROVE UNDERSTANDING
Barbara Ghezzi - University of Regina, Regina, Canada
Michelle Gagnon - University of Regina, Regina, Canada
Lindsay Frissell - University of Regina, Regina, Canada

145 VARIATIONS OF PUPIL DIAMETER IN EMOTION REGULATION WITH ALCOHOL-DEPENDENT PATIENTS
Carolina Clavigli - University of Liége, Liége, Belgium
Daniel Leunckens - Ghent University, Gent, Belgium
Olivier Gottfried - Laboratoire de Neurosciences Fonctionnelles et Pathophysiologiques, Liége, Belgium
Jean-Louis Nardinoli - University of Liége, Liége, Belgium

146 DISASTER AND CRISIS PSYCHOLOGY

146 DO WE LOSE CONTROL WHEN WE ARE FACEING DISASTERS? AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON RISK PERCEPTION AND SELF-CONTROL
Alexandra Costea - New York University, New York, USA

147 FACTORS AFFECTING TO POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS SYMPTOMS OF NORTH KOREAN REFUGEES IN SOUTH KOREA
Hyun Kyu Shin - Chonnam National University, Gwangju, Republic of Korea
Hyo-Kyung Eom - Sungkyunkwan University, Gyeonggi, Republic of Korea

148 MENTAL HEALTH PROBLEMS IN UNIVERSITY STUDENTS AFTER A NATURAL DISASTER: A PRELIMINARY REPORT ON DEPRESSION
Toshiki Sato - Tohoku Bunka Gakuen University, Sendai, Japan
Hidetsugu Ambo - Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan

149 POST DISASTER ADVERSITY AND PSYCHOLOGICAL RESILIENCE: DO PEOPLE COME OUT STRONGER?
Giada Rose - Middlesex Technical University, Anversa, Italy
Ayşe Narlı Karaoz - Middlesex Technical University, Anversa, Italy

150 SCHOOL TEACHERS’ KNOWLEDGE AND ATTITUDE TOWARDS DISASTER PREVENTION EDUCATION IN JAPAN
Sakuranomoto Yuki - University of Natural Sciences, Tokushima, Japan

151 THE RELATIONSHIPS AMONG PTSD, PERSEVERANCE, EMOTION AND COMMUNICATIONS AFTER DISASTER
Masaru Haria - Gakushuin University, Tokyo, Japan

152 TRAINING EMERGENCY - TRACKING VOLUNTARY HELPERS’ TRAINING NEEDS
Erika Copparos - Privado Privado, Turin, Italy

153 THE ROLE OF PSYCHOLOGICAL RESISTANCE IN HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE: A STUDY ON VICTIMS IN UPGANGA
Maria Monica Ratti - Institute of Crete, Heraklion, Greece
Lina Pelekidou - Institute of Crete, Heraklion, Greece
Pagona Maragkaki - Technological Educational Institute of Crete, Heraklion, Greece

154 APPLICATION OF DOHA HOU TO THE AGED PERSON WITH PHYSICALLY DISABILITIES AND DEMENTIA
Jesús Marín Zalacain - Nalumusua Galus University, Fukuoka, Japan

155 EFFECT OF MUSICAL THERAPY, REMINISCENCE TELLING AND DOING FAVORITE ACTIVITIES ON DEPRESSION AND LONELINESS FEELING OF OLD WOMEN
Tatihorin Shelvah-e Nazari - Shahid Beheshti University, Tehran, Iran

156 EFFECTS OF COGNITIVE BEHAVIOURAL INTERVENTION TO REDUCE STRESS IN CAREGIVERS AND ELDERLY
Kanay Noye-Young - National Autonomous University of Mexico, Mexico City, Mexico
Ana L. M. González Celio - National Autonomous University of Mexico, Mexico City, Mexico
Rosa María Hernández Pizano - National Autonomous University of Mexico, Mexico City, Mexico
Rebeca Rubio-García - Instituto Nacional de Profesores de la Universidad de México, Mexico City, Mexico
Samuel de Jesús Cañedo - National Autonomous University of Mexico, Mexico City, Mexico

157 EVALUATION AND COMPARISON OF THE NEEDS OF CAREGIVERS OF YOUNGER DEMENTIA PERSONS AND OLDER DEMENTIA PERSONS
Emilia Andrade - University of Liége Nord de France, Liége, France
Pascal Antier - University of Liége Nord de France, Liége, France

159 PATTERNS OF READING IMPAIRMENT: A STUDY IN NEURODEGENERATIVE DISEASES
Claudia Chu - University of Milano-Bicocca, Milan, Italy
Erika Martellini - University of Milano-Bicocca, Milan, Italy

160 PSYCHOLOGICAL PREDICTORS OF SURVIVAL IN OLD AGE: COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT MODELS FOR DIFFERENT CULTURAL SETTINGS
Dannai Luzi - University of Applied Health Sciences, Vienna, Austria
Janziska Depuyt-Lezun - University of Zagreb, Zagreb, Croatia

161 THE ROLE OF THE MMSE-2.0 IN THE NATIONAL MEMORY SCREENING
Concepción Eugenia Muntaner - The Medical Centre of Diagnosis and Treatment, Barcelona, Spain

162 THE ROLE OF THE PSYCHOLOGICAL AUTONOMY IN ELDERLY WITH DECLINING MEMORY AND PSYCHOPATHOLOGICAL SYMPTOMS
Yoko Iose - Kitasato University, Sagamihara, Japan
Nao Fujitani - Kitasato University, Sagamihara, Japan
Hiromi Tachikawa - Kitasato University, Sagamihara, Japan

163 THE USE OF MOBILE RESEARCH (SMARTPHONE) TO STUDY DAILY LIFE OF OLDER ADULTS
Alexander Sarlet - University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

164 PSYCHOSOCIAL CONSEQUENCES OF NATURAL DISASTERS FOR INDIVIDUALS, FAMILIES AND COMMUNITIES

167 PSYCHOLOGICAL SAFETY OF POPULATION UNDER CONDITIONS OF RISK OF ANTHROPOGENIC ECOCLOGICAL PROBLEM
Tatiana Balakh - National Research Tomsk State University, Tomsk, Russia
O. V. Tereshina - National Research Tomsk State University, Tomsk, Russian Federation

168 LIFE SKILLS IN CULTURE AND SOCIETY

169 HOW DOES HOPE SURVIVE, IF ONE’S FUTURE IS THREATENED? THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HOPE AND HAPPINESS IN ADVENTITIOUSLY BLIND-ADULTS
Sadika Fatih Azzu - Universitas Gadjah Mada, Yogyakarta, Indonesia
Hidayah Asyifa - Universitas Gadjah Mada, Yogyakarta, Indonesia
Wataru Iwata - Hiroshima University, Hiroshima, Japan

170 MEDITERRANEAN QUESTION WILDERNESS: A MEDITERRANEAN CONCEPTION OF IDENTITY
María E. Aragón García - Complutense University of Madrid, Madrid, Spain
David Faján - University of Extremadura, Cáceres, Spain
Raquel Polanco - CONAFOR - Autonomous University of Madrid, Madrid, Spain
Ruth Carril Guillén - Autonomous University of Madrid, Madrid, Spain
María Hernáez - Aragon University of Madrid, Madrid, Spain

171 PROMOTING LIFE SKILLS THROUGH A RESILIENCE CURRICULUM FOR EARLY YEARS AND PRIMARY SCHOOLS IN EUROP
Valesa Caen - University of Pavia, Pavia, Italy
Massima Azzurra Sartori - University of Pavia, Pavia, Italy
Carmel Celli - University of Malta, Malta, Malta

172 RESULTS OF A PILOT PROGRAM BASED ON LIFE SKILLS TRAINING TO PREVENTIVE USE OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND CANNABIS
Victor José Villanueva Blasco - University of Zaragoza, Zaragoza, Spain
Ángel Castelló - University of Zaragoza, Zaragoza, Spain
Eva Sants - University of Zaragoza, Zaragoza, Spain
Juan Ramón Barnadas - University of Zaragoza, Zaragoza, Spain

173 THE COMPARISON OF EFFECTS OF WALKING UPON human health between two BOSTON GARDENS in JAPAN
Akibumi Hatakeyama - Health Sciences University of Hokkaido, Sapporo, Japan
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01 COMPARISON BETWEEN SCRUPULOSITY AND NON RELIGIOUS OBSESSED COMPLICITIVE SYMPTOMS: CHARACTERISTICS OF EGO AND NEO FACTORS
Mohamed Ali Besharat - University of Tehran, Tehran - Iran
Zahra Arabi - University of Tehran, Tehran - Iran

02 AFFECTIVE PERSONALITY TYPES, SUBJECTIVE WELL-BEING, AND NEO FACTORS
Consuelo Morán-Astorga - University of Navarra, Pamplona - Spain
Reza Molavi - Alzahra University, Tehran - Iran
Mohammad Ali Besharat - University of Tehran, Tehran - Iran

03 FAKING BEHAVIOR ON PERSONALITY QUESTIONNAIRES: AN EMPIRICAL MODEL OF MOTIVATIONAL FAKING DETERMINANTS
Zdeněk Mečík - University of Ostrava, Ostrava - Czech Republic
Mikhail Basimov - Kurgan State University, Kurgan - Russian Federation

010 GENERAL ISSUES AND BASIC PROCESSES
16 PERSONALITY
01 PERSONALITY: CENTRAL CONCEPTS AND PHILOSOPHICAL ISSUES
Marko Yoshida - Hiroshima University, Hiroshima - Japan

010 FINANCIAL ADVENTURISM: PERSONALITY CONTRIBUTIONS TO FINANCIAL DISHONESTY - IT'S MORE THAN JUST WASTING THE MONEY
Bianca C. Teodoro - Indiana University South Bend, South Bend - United States
Marcio Fernandes - University of São Paulo, São Paulo - Brazil

010 DIFFERENCES IN THE RELATIONSHIP AMONG TOWARDS EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE AND MENTAL HEALTH
Massoud Zargar - Gorgan University of Medical Science, Gorgan - Iran

010 HUMANISTIC AND NORMATIVE METAPHYSICS, EPIDEMIOLOGY, MORAL VALUES, AND POLITICAL ORIENTATION: A DUAL MEASUREMENT IN ACCOUNT OF PERSONALITY WORLDVIEWS
Maibai Tan - Lanzhou University, Lanzhou - China

010 IMPULSIVITY AND DRINKING MOTIVATION: PREDICT PROBLEM BEHAVIOR RELATING TO ALCOHOL USE IN UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
Kota Inoue - University of Nagoya, Nagoya - Japan

010 INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN ATTITUDES TOWARDS UNCERTAINTY AND EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
Mónica Chávez - Universidad de Chile, Santiago - Chile

010 INTERNALIZATION AND EXTERNALIZATION SYMPTOMS IN CHILDREN WHO ARE REJECTED
Carmen Capri - University of Milan-Bicocca, Monza - Italy

010 PERSONALITY MEASURES IN A MEDICAL EDUCATION: IS IT NECESSARY TO A STABLE INSTRUMENT?
Milos Abadžic - University of Geneva, Geneva - Switzerland

010 PERSONALITY PROTOTYPE THROUGH THE NEO PIR IN BRAZILIAN UNIVERSES
Esther de Menezes Neto - Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro - Brazil

010 PSYCHOLOGY FOR ADULTS (P4A) DRAWING CRISIS PERIODS, AN INNOVATIVE COURSE ON DEVELOPING RESILIENCE SKILLS
Solfa Silva - Universidade de Coimbra, Coimbra - Portugal

010 PROFESSIONAL PERSONALITY IN THE 21ST CENTURY
Christos Ioannou - University of Cyprus, Nicosia - Cyprus

010 INTEGRITY OF UNCERTAINTY AND EMOTION REGULATION AS MEDIATORS OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CHILDBEARING, TRAUMA AND DEPRESSION
Rachael Last - University of South Australia, Adelaide - Australia

010 MENTAL RESOURCES IN ELDERLY
Svetlana Khazova - Kostroma State University, Kostroma - Russian Federation

010 NARCISSISM AND FALSE PROBLEMS
Douglas Rosa Ramos - Universidade do Estado de Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo - Brazil

010 NARCISSISM, MACHIAVELLIANISM AND LOVE ATITUDES STYLES
Eliza Jemison - Palacky University Olomouc, Olomouc - Czech Republic

010 NARCISSISTS’ VARIABILITY IN SELF-CONCEPT ACROSS TIME AND SITUATIONS
Darya Fakhrudin - Yeditepe University, Istanbul - Turkey

010 NON LINEAR RELATION OF CONVICTION IN THE FAVOR OF THE WORD, AND COMMUNICATIVE TOLERANCE
Mikhail Basimov - Russian State Social University, Moscow - Russian Federation
Irina Nikolaeva - Kurgan State University, Kurgan - Russian Federation

010 NON LINEAR RELATION OF DURABILITY AND SUBJECTIVE REMOVABILITY FROM ‘WORST OTHER’
Mikhail Basimov - Russian State Social University, Moscow - Russian Federation
Irina Nikolaeva - Kurgan State University, Kurgan - Russian Federation

020 PERSONALITY MEASURES IN MEDICAL EDUCATION: IS IT NECESSARY TO A STABLE INSTRUMENT?
Milos Abadžic - University of Geneva, Geneva - Switzerland

020 PERSONALITY PROTOTYPE THROUGH THE NEO PIR IN BRAZILIAN UNIVERSES
Esther de Menezes Neto - Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro - Brazil

020 PSYCHOLOGY FOR ADULTS (P4A) DRAWING CRISIS PERIODS, AN INNOVATIVE COURSE ON DEVELOPING RESILIENCE SKILLS
Solfa Silva - Universidade de Coimbra, Coimbra - Portugal

020 PSYCHOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF THE SP2ADE-3 - A DUAL MEASUREMENT IN ACCOUNT OF PERSONALITY WORLDVIEWS
Ignacio Sanz - University of Barcelona, Barcelona - Spain

020 THE PERSONAL POTENTIAL OF SIBERIAN ENTREPRENEURS WITH DIFFERENT EXPERIENCES OF ENTREPRENEURIAL ACTIVITY
Iulia Smetneva - Tomsk State University, Tomsk - Russia

020 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CEREBRAL BLOOD FLOW AND BEHAVIOR ACTIVATION DURING PERSONALITY TESTING
Kazuhito Matubayashi - Tohoku University, Sendai - Japan

020 VALUE CHARACTERISTIC "X" AS OBJECT OF TRADE OF MENTAL HEALTH: MEDiating ROLE OF COGNITIVE EMOTION REGULATION
Milovan Barovic - Russian State Social University, Moscow - Russian Federation

11. TEMPERAMENT AND INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES

1064 COMPREHENSIVE AND INTERESTS OF CHILDREN IN CHILDCARE

1065 MOTHERS’ PERCEPTIONS AND EXPERIENCES IN CHILDCARE

1066 DIMENSIONS OF ADJUSTMENT DIFFICULTIES IN 3-YEAR-OLDS AND THEIR GENETIC RELATIONSHIPS

1067 CHILDBIRTH ABSURDITY AND NEGLECT. AGITATING THE ROLE OF EARLY MALADAPTIVE SCHEMA DOMAINS

1068 CHILDBIRTH TRAUMA IN SELF-INJURIOUS BEHAVIOR: IN A SAMPLE OF TURKISH UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

1069 MENTAL CHARACTERISTICS, STRESS EXPERIENCES IN NIÇU AND TEMPERAMENT AS PRECURSORS OF BEHAVIOUR IN TODDLERS BORN PREMATURELY

1070 CHILDREN SEXUAL ABUSE, SEXUAL VIOLENCE AND DOMINATIONAL AND SEXUAL RISK BEHAVIORS AMONG SPANISH UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

1071 DO WE AS EXPERTS NEGLECT CHILDHOOD NEGLECT?

1072 FAMILY RELATED VARIABLES AS A RISK FACTOR FOR NEGATIVE CHILDHOOD EXPERIENCES

1073 TEMPERAMENT AND EMOTIONAL EXPERIENCES IN CHILDREN UNDER THE CARE OF SOCIAL PARAPSYCHOLOGICAL ASYSTENT

1074 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PARENT ATTACHMENT STYLES AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SYMPTOMS IN SEXUALLY ABUSED ADOLESCENTS

1075 THE IMPACT OF GESTATIONAL AGE AND SEX ON TEMPERAMENT AND BEHAVIOUR PROBLEMS IN TODDLERS BORN PREMATURELY

1076 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PARENTAL ATTACHMENT STYLES AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SYMPTOMS IN SEXUALLY ABUSED ADOLESCENTS
A. GENERAL ISSUES AND BASIC PROCESSES

10 FRIDAY 10:00-12:00

10.01 ALGORITHMS OF HUMAN BEHAVIOR. ★ ★ ★
A. Garcia - Universitat Politècnica de València, Spain
B. Garcia - Universitat Politècnica de València, Spain
C. Garcia - Universitat Politècnica de València, Spain
D. Garcia - Universitat Politècnica de València, Spain
E. Garcia - Universitat Politècnica de València, Spain
F. Garcia - Universitat Politècnica de València, Spain

10.02 COMBINED APPROACH OF CLASSIFICATION AND AVOIDANCE REACTIONS: TYPE I AND TYPE II ALCOHOL ADDICTION
Sanath Jeevaraj - Manipal University, Manipal - India
Tina Solanki - Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi - India
S. Singh - Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi - India

10.03 CONSUMER CONFIRMATION BIASES: CAN WE INFER A SEASONS BASED ON DECODING TOOLS?
George Grudkowski - University of Minnesota, Minneapolis - United States
D. Grudkowski - University of Minnesota, Minneapolis - United States
A. Grudkowski - University of Minnesota, Minneapolis - United States

10.04 CULTURAL DIFFERENCES IN DONATION DECISIONS
Yuan Tang - Beihang University, Beijing - China
B. Tang - Beihang University, Beijing - China
M. Tang - Beihang University, Beijing - China

10.05 DIFFERENT AFFECTIVE, EVALUATIVE AND MOTIVATIONAL RESPONSES TOWARDS REALIZED AND RISK OPTING UNDER UNCERTAINTY: THE FRAMING EFFECT
Magda Al-Jasser - University of St Andrews, St Andrews - United Kingdom
D. Al-Jasser - University of St Andrews, St Andrews - United Kingdom
M. Al-Jasser - University of St Andrews, St Andrews - United Kingdom
N. Al-Jasser - University of St Andrews, St Andrews - United Kingdom

10.06 THE EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL ON MORAL JUDGEMENTS
Katarzyna Tymofejeva - Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow - Russia
M. Tymofejeva - Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow - Russia

10.07 DECISION-MAKING IN METACOGNITION AND PROBLEM SOLVING
Anneke Polgar - Umeå University, Umeå - Sweden
M. Polgar - Umeå University, Umeå - Sweden

10.08 THE EFFECT OF SELF-EMPLOYMENT STATUS ON COMPETENCE WITH EXPERT RECOMMENDATIONS
Katarzyna Tymofejeva - Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow - Russia
M. Tymofejeva - Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow - Russia

10.09 JUDGING MORAL AND CONVENTIONAL RULE BREAKING: AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ASSESSING CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS’ BEHAVIORAL INDICES
Leila Simeoni - Catholic University of Milan, Milan - Italy
E. Simeoni - Catholic University of Milan, Milan - Italy
C. Simeoni - Catholic University of Milan, Milan - Italy
A. M. Simeoni - Catholic University of Milan, Milan - Italy

10.10 DEVELOPMENTAL OUTCOMES IN ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY IN SCHOOL CHILDREN: A CASE STUDY ON THE EFFECT OF TEACHERS’ KNOWLEDGE AND ATTITUDE ON STUDENTS’ ENVIRONMENTAL BEHAVIOR
Elena Stepamăn - Babeș-Bolyai University, Cluj-Napoca - Romania
D. Stepamăn - Babeș-Bolyai University, Cluj-Napoca - Romania
C. Stepamăn - Babeș-Bolyai University, Cluj-Napoca - Romania

10.11 THE ROLE OF TEMPORAL DISTANCE IN SELF-PREDICTION: A MOTIVATIONAL CONTEMPORAL PERSPECTIVE
Ivan Kremens - Antwerp University, Antwerp - Belgium
M. Kremens - Antwerp University, Antwerp - Belgium
S. Kremens - Antwerp University, Antwerp - Belgium

10.12 THE FUNCTION OF HUMOR AS A RELIEF MECHANISM IN SADNESS
Yael Sagi - University of Haifa, Haifa - Israel
R. Sagi - University of Haifa, Haifa - Israel

10.13 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RELIGIOUS BELIEF AND ANXIETY THINKING
Samer Aljumah - Aljumah College, Jordan - Jordan
A. Aljumah - Aljumah College, Jordan - Jordan

11 FRIDAY 12:30-14:00

11.01 NUTRITION/SERIES II: THE ROLE OF SOCIAL INFLUENCE ON HUMAN BEHAVIOR
Mirna Limongi - University of Padova, Padova - Italy
M. Limongi - University of Padova, Padova - Italy

11.02 THE ROLE OF FAMILY IN CRIME AND DELINQUENCY: A LITERATURE REVIEW
Okan Cinar - Istanbul University, Istanbul - Turkey

11.03 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERCEIVED SOCIAL SUPPORT WITH PSYCHOLOGICAL WELL-BEING IN STUDENTS: THE MEDiating ROLE OF EMOTIONAL MIRRORING
Lara Emendörfer - University of Tübingen, Tübingen - Germany
I. Emendörfer - University of Tübingen, Tübingen - Germany

Homayoun Taghi - Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences, Tehran - Iran
M. Taghi - Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences, Tehran - Iran

11.05 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PREDICTED SOCIAL SUPPORT AND PSYCHOLOGICAL WELL-BEING IN PERSONS WITH FRIENDS: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PREDICTED SOCIAL SUPPORT AND PSYCHOLOGICAL WELL-BEING IN PERSONS WITH FRIENDS
M. Toder - Universidad de Alicante, Alicante - Spain
I. Toder - Universidad de Alicante, Alicante - Spain

11.06 A NEW APPROACH TO THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PREDICTED SOCIAL SUPPORT AND PSYCHOLOGICAL WELL-BEING IN PERSONS WITH FRIENDS: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PREDICTED SOCIAL SUPPORT AND PSYCHOLOGICAL WELL-BEING IN PERSONS WITH FRIENDS
M. Toder - Universidad de Alicante, Alicante - Spain
I. Toder - Universidad de Alicante, Alicante - Spain

11.07 SOCIAL NETWORKS AS A MEDIATING AND MODERATING ROLE IN WATER USE STRATEGIES
Dimayra Rivera-López - University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras - Puerto Rico
Seda Sapmaz Yurtsever - Middle East Technical University, Ankara - Turkey
Ayse Cetin - Middle East Technical University, Ankara - Turkey

11.08 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSCIOUSNESS BUILDING IN DIFFERENT SOCIAL PROBLEMS
Elsuoke Yesilce - Universiteit van Amsterdam, Amsterdam - The Netherlands

11.09 INVESTIGATING A MODEL OF ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY, COGNITIVE REASONING, AND TRUST ANXIETY
Polina Pikel' - St. Petersburg State University, St. Petersburg - Russia
S. Pikel' - St. Petersburg State University, St. Petersburg - Russia

11.10 INFLUENCE IN MUSIC PERFORMANCE: ANXIETY SELF-MONITORING AND EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE IN MUSIC PERFORMERS
Marta E. Aparicio-García - University of Córdoba, Córdoba - Spain
Oscar Lecuona - Autonomous University of Madrid, Madrid - Spain

11.11 META-PREDICTING WORK ENGAGEMENT: THE ROLE OF PSYCHOLOGICAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL RESOURCES
Andrea Bakulski - University of Educational Sciences, Vilnius - Lithuania

11.12 NEURAL ENVIRONMENTAL COGNITION AND BEHAVIOR
Iwao Yoshino - Hokkaido University of Education, Asahikawa - Japan

11.13 NEUROPSYCHOLOGY OF SOCIAL APPROACH AND AVOIDANCE BEHAVIOR
Vera Budy - Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, Porto Alegre - Brazil

11.14 OTHER
A. Balundė - University of Educational Sciences, Vilnius - Lithuania
M. Grzesik - University of Warsaw, Warsaw - Poland
68 69

68

43 SELF UNDERSTANDING AMONG ADULTS WITH AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER
Máli Nakamura - Nagasaki University, Nagasaki - Japan

44 SUPPORTING COMMUNICATION DEVELOPMENT FOR CHILDREN WITH AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER USING HOME SNAKE TIMES - THROUGH INTEGRATION WITH A UNIVERSITY CONSULTATION ROOM BASED ON THE “SECRET” MODEL
Tatiana Noguchi - Joan Woman’s University, Hiro - Japan
Kiku Kobori - Mita Special Support School, Monza - Italy
Masaharu Nakano - Special Support School of Tokyo Gakugei University, Tokyo - Japan

45 THE ROLE OF EDUCATIONAL RELATIONSHIP IN REHABILITATION PROCESSES: A RESEARCH TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF LIFE IN AUTISTIC FOCALPOINT
Ortalo Sociedade - Università di Catania, Catania - Italy
Maryana Silva de Deus Cardoso - Università di Catania, Catania - Italy
Vincenzo Cucciaro - Co.S.A.R.I., Centro studio, assistenza e rieducazione (italia, Catania - Italy

15 LONGITUDINAL ANALYSIS

46 A LONGITUDINAL STUDY OF COPING COMPLEX CHINESE LETTERS AND FIGURES IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN
Mausa Kangas - Kyoto University, Kyoto - Japan
Tao Gaochi - Ryukoku University, Kyoto - Japan

47 DEVELOPMENT OF ACHIEVEMENT ORIENTATION FROM ADOLESCENCE TO ADULTHOOD
Andrea E. Stenger - University of Zurich, Zurich - Switzerland

48 LONGITUDINAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CAREER AWARENESS AND SCHOOL ADJUSTMENT AMONG JAPANESE ADOLESCENTS
Makoto Hirashima - Kyoto University, Kyoto - Japan
Koichi Maeda - Osaka Shion University, Osaka - Japan

49 THE EFFECTS OF EARLY FAMILY SUPPORT ON CHILD DEVELOPMENT: A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED STUDY
Simone Schwab - HSP, University of Applied Sciences of Special Needs Education, Zurich - Switzerland

50 THE RELATIONSHIP OF FEELING HAPPY AND ACADEMIC COMPETENCY
Chang Xiang Hui - Chang Jiang Christian University, Tainan, Taiwan, Province of China

51 FACTORS INFLUENCING PRIMARY SCHOOL STUDENTS’ IMAGINATION IN TAIWAN: A HIERARCHICAL BENCHMARK'S ECOLOGICAL PERCEPTION
Hsin-Hung Kuang - National Changhua University of Education, Changhua - Taiwan, Province of China
Ching-Chun Yeh - Feng Chia University, Taichung - Taiwan, Province of China

52 GENDER AND AGENT VERBOSITY CONSUMPTION AT THE THRESHOLD OF ADULTHOOD
Dokla Kuk-Nag - University of Social Sciences and Humanities, Wroclaw - Poland

53 HOW CHILDREN CHANCE EXPRESSION IN THEIR DRAWING? RELATION TO UNDERSTAND CERTAIN STATE BASED TO EXPRESSION OF DRAWING
Maya Azita - Ashoka University, Hyogo - Japan

54 HOW TO IMPROVE REPRODUCTION IN LONG-DISTANCE MARRIAGES
Riona Kanoh - University of Watford, Watford - England

55 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PROFESSIONAL CHOICE MOTIVES AND TRAINING MOTIVATION OF STUDENTS OF ECONOMICS

56 SIMILARITY IN EMOTIONAL SECURITY IN THE CONTEXT OF INTERPERSONAL CONFLICT IN TWO GENERATIONS
Marina Oro - University of Novosad, Novosad, Serbia
Jasminka Pelan - University of Novosad, Novosad, Serbia

57 THE SOCIAL DIFFICULTIES OF POST- INDUSTRIAL RUSSIAN CHILDREN IN ITALY: A BRIEF REPORT STUDY
Lara Benedini - University of Milan-Bicocca, Milan - Italy
Cristina Capini - University of Milan-Bicocca, Milan - Italy
Leone Baglian - N.A.D.R.O, Bologna, Italy
Gavila Campbell - N.A.D.R.O, Bologna, Italy
Alecsa Guzzi - University of Milan-Bicocca, Milan - Italy

58 UPDATED EXECUTIVE FUNCTION DEVELOPMENT
Pedro R. Matos - University of Antioquia - Medellin, Medellin - Colombia
María Karin de la Torre - National University of Distance Education (UNED) Madrid - Spain
Laura Hernandez - Centro de Ciencias y Cultura, Madrid - Spain
Marceo Robot - CEPNA Antonio-Machado, Pontevedra - Spain
Antonio Canal - National University of Distance Education (UNED) Madrid - Spain

59 VIDE GAME USES AND SUSTAINED ATTENTION IN ADOLESCENTS
Vasileios Arvanitis - Pedagogical University of Thrace, Xanthi - Greece
Raphael S. Kalisky - University of Social Sciences, Kyiv - Ukraine
Viktoriya Parkhomenko - National Academy of Accounting, auditing and Law, Kyiv - Ukraine

13 RELIGION

60 EXAMINATION OF NON-MATERIAL BELIEFS IN TURKISH SAMPLE WITH THE PREDICTABILITY OF SUCCESS OF RELIGIOUS AND ROBUST BELIEFS
Dorrel Islamali - Middle East Technical University, Ankara - Turkey
Rabbi Michael - The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Jerusalem - Israel

61 PSYCHOLOGY OF SPIRITUALITY AND RELIGIOUS RESEARCH IN DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES AND SUPRA-PARADIGMATIC PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCE
Jordi Santamaria-Díaz - Jaime University, Càdiz - Spain

62 RELIGIOUS IDENTITY AND ITS STRUCTURE IN DIFFERENT CULTURES
Viktorija Skriniška - Moscow State University of Psychology and Education, Moscow - Russia

63 THE RELIGIOUS IDENTITY INDEX (RIII): PSYCHOMETRIC ANALYSIS WITH A TURKISH SAMPLE
Matthew Zaycun - Brittany Tech University, Cookeville - United States
Kleopatra Kandil - American University, Alaska-Anchorage - United States

14 MUSIC

64 THE EFFECT OF MUSIC ON MALE'S PERCEPTION OF GENITALI文献
Rachel Tall - Centre College, Dunedin - United States
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139 DO EMOTIONS AND SITUATIONS PREDICT CRAVING FOR SMOKING: AN EXPERIENCE SAMPLING METHOD?
Luca Pannunzi - University of Milano-Bicocca, Milano - Italy
Erika Rosa Cappellini - University of Milano-Bicocca, Milano - Italy

140 WHERE BELIEVERS AND NON-BELIEVERS DISAGREE: SELBSTHEORICAL AND EMOTIONAL FACTORS
Marta Debattisti - University of Milano-Bicocca, Milano - Italy
Giulia Marini - University of Milano-Bicocca, Milano - Italy

141 THE RELATION OF NARCISISM, SELBST-ESTEEM AND LIFE SATISFACTION
Anna Nikolova - Politecnico University of Ostrava, Ostrava - Czech Republic
Olga Pechan - Politecnico University of Ostrava, Ostrava - Czech Republic

142 STRESS AND PAIN COPING STRATEGIES AND BELIEFS ABOUT PAIN CONTROL IN PEOPLE WHO ARE DECLARED AS BELIEVERS AND AGNOSTICS
Maria Beatrice Butini - University of Milan, Milano - Italy

143 SICKLE CELL DISEASE THERAPY TO IMPROVE HEALTH FOR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS AND FIRST YEAR NURSES IN JAPAN
Kagoshima - Japan
University of Milan-Bicocca, Milan - Italy
Alessandro Morini - University of Milano-Bicocca, Milan - Italy

144 THE TATUMS® METHOD: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF THE THEORETICAL VALUE AND APPLICABILITY IN THE PROMOTION OF SELF-ESTEEM AND LIFE SATISFACTION
Jesica Borith - West North University, PortoAlegre - Brazil

145 USING SELF-MonitorING IN MEDICOSOCIAL HEALTHCARE: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW
Laura Alzate-Navarro - Yruviesa University, Cuenca - Spain
Lidia Enríquez - Yruviesa University, Cuenca, Lithuania

12: COGNITIVE DISTURBANCES AND REHABILITATION

146 THE BRIEF RATING (ILLUSION) HEMIANOPHIA TEST (BRIHT)
Massimiliano Faccini - University of Milan-Bicocca, Milan - Italy
Giovagé' Vittoria - University of Milano-Bicocca, Milan - Italy

147 ASSESSING ART AND DRAMA THERAPY AS INTERVENTION TO IMPROVE SOCIAL SKILLS FOR CHILDREN WITH AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER (ASD)
Mariana Chávez-Condeza - Concordia University, Montreal - Canada

148 CHANGES IN THE ASYLUM PARADIGM AND THE SUBJECT INFRASTRUCTURE: STUDY OF THE MULTIDISCIPLINARY THERAPEUTIC RELATED TO ELDERLY
Gisela de Oliveira Guedes - São Carlos University Centers, São Paulo - Brazil
Alexandre de Oliveira Lemos - São Carlos University Centers, São Paulo - Brazil
Oliveira Rodrigues de Oliveira - São Carlos University Centers, São Paulo - Brazil

149 COGNITIVE AND AFFECTIVE THEORY OF MIND IMPAIRMENTS IN ODD/OPPONENT PATIENTS
Marie Charlotte Gandolphe - University of Liège Nord du France, Villers-la-Ville - Belgium
Françoise Beiro - University of Liège Nord du France, Villers-la-Ville - Belgium

150 COGNITIVE IMPAIRMENT MAY INFLUENCE THE REHABILITATION TRAINING OF PATIENTS WITH MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS: A LONGITUDINAL STUDY
Sofia Capci - Scuola Superiore di Psicologia Applicata S. G. Seri, Centro di Rilievanza Ambulatoriale Napoli, Napoli - Italy

151 COGNITIVE TRAINING AS A METHOD OF REHABILITATION IN CLINICAL PRACTICE
Laura Bagnoli - Rome Research Institute of Psychiatry, The Royal Netherlands Ministry of Health, Rome, Italy

152 MEMORY DISRUPTION IN PATIENTS SUFFERING FROM ANXIETY DISORDER: A PILOT STUDY FROM THE ITALIAN VERSION OF THE WECHSLER MEMORY SCALE FOURTH EDITION (WMS-IV)
Elisa Maria Cammalleri - University of Pisa, Pisa - Italy
Marco Temponi Sportelli - ASL P. Ponzoni, Pisa - Italy
Michela Grifoni - ASL P. Ponzoni, Pisa - Italy

153 POST-SECONDARY TRANSITION FOR YOUNG ADULTS WITH INTELLECTUAL DISABILITIES
Christine Sinclar-Gault - University of Memphis, Memphis, United States

154 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AUTISTIC SPECTRUM DISORDER'S TRENDS AND SELF-ESTEEM IN ADULTHOOD - FROM THE RELEVANT MENTAL HEALTH
Nadine Sattou - Myoagapen Women's University, Tokyo - Japan

155 SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL INDICATORS OF NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL DISORDERS OF DEMENTIA: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW
Massimo Pischione - IRCCS, Don Gnocchi Foundation, Milan - Italy

156 ASSESSMENT AND TREATMENT OF PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS IN VACCINE REJECTION PATIENTS AND THE EFFECT OF THE TOMATO® METHOD: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW
Miranda D'Amico - University of Salford, Manchester - United Kingdom

157 ARE HARDCORE MMDR GAMERS DIFFERENT IN IDENTITY, INTERNET ADDICTION AND SOCIAL PERFORMANCE? AN EXPLORATORY STUDY
Grazia De Angelis - Second University of Naples, Caserta, Italy
Dario Bucchi - Second University of Naples, Caserta, Italy
Angela Furana - Second University of Naples, Caserta, Italy

158 COPING WITH ROMANTIC RELATIONSHIP DISSOLUTION: THE ROLE OF SOCIAL MEDIA
Elian Cotelli - Milan Medical Metropolis University, Port Elizabeth - South Africa
Teresa Guadagni - University of Napoli Federico II, Port Elizabeth - South Africa
Greg Hovhanessian - Nation Medical Metropolis University, Port Elizabeth - South Africa

159 CYBERBULLYING
Bahram Eslah - Minus University, Minus - Turkey

160 GROWING UP IN CYBERSPACE: SELF-CONCEPT, EMOTIONAL AND SOCIAL DIFFICULTIES IN CHILDREN INVEDDED IN CYBERBULLYING
Arna Maria Squires - Child Protection Center of Zagreb, Zagreb - Croatia
Tina Breweracce - Child Protection Center of Zagreb, Zagreb - Croatia
Svetlana Bilanc Flander - Child Protection Center of Zagreb, Zagreb - Croatia

161 PLAYING ONLINE GAMES: GAMERS' PERSONAL VALUES, GAMING MOTIVATIONS AND FLOW EXPERIENCES
Chaim Blumen - Siddi University, Bursa - Turkey
Lamer Pasr Tous - Slidudi University, Bursa - Turkey

162 POLISH ADAPTATION OF ONLINE COGNITION SCALE
Anna Psypańska - The John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin, Lublin - Poland
Agata Blachna - The John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin, Lublin - Poland
Nazi Halli - Dalga Duma University, Jeddah - Saudi Arabia

163 PREVENTION, HEALTH PROMOTION AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SUPPORT: OBSERVATORY OF ON LINE SERVICES FOR ADOLESCENT
Daniela Lorenzo - Anima Research Institute, Napoli - Italy
Anna Catanesi - Anima Research Institute, Napoli - Italy
Irene Bennas Rodriguez - Anima Research Institute, Napoli - Italy
Sara Garbarini - Anima Research Institute, Napoli - Italy
Katerina Cuscozzi - Anima Research Institute, Napoli - Italy
Stefano Marco - Anima Research Institute, Napoli - Italy

164 THE PREDICTORS OF INTERNET AND FACEBOOK ADDICTION
Anna Psypańska - The John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin, Lublin - Poland
Agata Blachna - The John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin, Lublin - Poland
Mihail Durac - Abant Izzet Baysal University, Bolu - Turkey
Enis Serdal Durac - Abant Izzet Baysal University, Bolu - Turkey
Lyubomyr Shnyrik - The John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin, Lublin - Poland

165 THERAPEUTIC PERCEPTION OF PSYCHOTHERAPY TREATMENTS WITH VIRTUAL REALITY: CREATION PITY STUDY
Lucas Juiz - University of Zagreb, Zagreb - Croatia
Paula Muñoz - University of Zagreb, Zagreb - Croatia
Adrijana Kolarić - University of Zagreb, Zagreb - Croatia

166 WHY DO WE CROSS PATHS: EXPLORING REASONS AND PRIVACY CONCERNS OF ADOLESCENTS IN INDONESIA WHEN USING PATH AS A SOCIAL NETWORK
Dina Kusumawati Barus - Gadjah Mada University, Yogyakarta - Indonesia
Abdurrahman Supriyono - Gadjah Mada University, Yogyakarta - Indonesia
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Hogrefe is the leading European publisher in psychology, with publishing operations in 11 European countries, the USA, and now Brazil. Hogrefe publishes 40 scientific journals and has around 2,400 books in print, as well as more than 1,000 psychological test instruments, many available in multiple languages and electronically through the Hogrefe Testsystem (HTS).
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WILEY

111, River Street, Hoboken - 07030 5774

United States

Phone: 2017486000 Fax: 2017486088

www.wiley.com
customer@wiley.com

Wiley provides educational materials and services for undergraduates, graduate students, researchers, practitioners and lifelong learners in the form of journals, encyclopedias, professional and consumer books, and online products and services. Through our distinguished list of books, major reference works, journals and society partnerships, Wiley serves and shapes the discipline. Visit www.wiley.com for more information.
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NOLDUS

Nieuwe Kanaal 5 – 6709 PA Wageningen

Netherlands

Phone: 31 317-473300

www.noldus.nl

conferences@noldus.nl

Your research is unique. So are your requirements. Noldus translates your questions into practical and proven solutions to record video, emotions, heart rate, skin conductance, behavior, and more. Rely on our many years of experience with building labs all over the world and our expertise at creating turn-key solutions.
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Univeristätstr 15 – 54296 Trier, Germany

Phone: 49 (0)651 2012877

www.zpid.de

info@zpid.de

The Leibniz Institute for Psychology Information (ZPID) is the research support organization for psychology in the German-speaking countries. Its mission is to provide psychologists in scientific and professional contexts with up to date, comprehensive information from the field of academic psychology through services based on its own research and development.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
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CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS

Shaftesbury Road, Cambridge - CB2 8BS

United Kingdom

Phone: +44 (0)1223 358321 Fax: +44 (0)1223 32563
d www.cambridge.org/psychology
information@cambridge.org

Cambridge University Press is a not-for-profit organization that advances learning, knowledge and research worldwide. It is an integral part of the University of Cambridge and for centuries has extended its research and teaching activities through an extensive range of academic books and journals. Visit our stand for 20% off titles on display.
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ITALIAN PSYCHOLOGISTS

Piazzale di Porta Pia 121 - 00198 Roma

Italy

Phone: 0039 06442909601

comunica@ipsy.it

www.ipsy.it

The National Board of Italian Psychologists is based in Rome and represents all the Psychologists at the national and European level. The Board of Psychologists protects the interests of users and promotes the quality of psychologists’ professional work, also through the application of the Ethical Code. Moreover, it is responsible for holding and updating of the Register of which all Italian psychologists are members.

AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION
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AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION

750 First Street, NE - 20002 Washington D.C.

United States

Phone: 202-336-550

www.apa.org

psychinfo@apa.org

American Psychological Association is the premier source for information in psychology. APA delivers this information through its expansive collection of books, journals, newsletters, electronic products and its website, www.apa.org.
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E.A.W.O.P.

European Association of Work and Organizational Psychology - E.A.W.O.P.

Faculty of Psychology, University of Valencia, Avenida Blasco Ibáñez, 21 - 46010 Valencia

Spain

www.eawop.org or www.eawop.com

eawop@eawop.org

EAWOP supports the development and application of Work and Organizational (W/O) Psychology in Europe and to promote collaboration between scientists and practitioners working in this field across Europe. EAWOP is an open network in which national associations of W/O Psychology as well as individual members can participate.
translated into Italian the DSM-5. The company has also become established in other fields, such as philosophy, anthropology, sociology and popular science.

12 EFPSA

European Federation of Psychology Students’ Association (EFPSA)
EFPSA P/A EFPSA Head Office
Grasmarkt 105 / 39 Brussels – B-1000
Belgium
Phone: +38 1641317678
www.efpsa.org
secretary@efpsa.org, president@efpsa.org
EFPSA was established in 1987 and represents a highly diverse network of psychology students working on a voluntary basis and for psychology students of Europe. It currently consists of 32 psychology member associations and organises six academic events across Europe, hosts several online resources and runs its own fully-reviewed, open-access Journal and training service.

13 RAFFAELLO CORTINA EDITORE

Via G. Rossini, 4 – 20122 Milano
Italy
Phone: +39 02 781544 int. 16
www.raffaellocortina.it
mercatiale@raffaellocortina.it
Raffaello Cortina Editore started its activity in 1981, publishing books on psychology, psychotherapy and psychoanalysis. The catalogue includes, besides psychoanalytic classics such as Anna Freud, Bowlby, Winnicott and Ferenczi, also contemporary psychotherapists with different theoretical approaches (family therapy, cognitive-behavioural psychotherapy and group psychotherapy). Raffaello Cortina Editore is now the leader among psychiatry publishers in Italy and it has translated into Italian the DSM-5. The company has also become established in other fields, such as philosophy, anthropology, sociology and popular science.

14 MANGOLD INTERNATIONAL

Graf-von-Deim-Straße 5, 94424 Arnsdorf
Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 8723 978-330
www.mangold-international.com
sales@mangold-international.com
Mangold solutions allow researchers from various disciplines to quickly perform their studies using live observation, video based analysis, eye-tracking and more. Mangold integrates advanced technology with highly sophisticated hardware and software. As your One-Stop-Shop for observational research labs we offer all services such as planning, installation, training and long term support.

15 ORDINE PSICOLOGI REGIONE MARCHE

Via Calatalfini 1 - 60121 Ancona
Italy
Phone: +39 07 12072630
www.ordinepsicologimarche.it
info@ordinepsicologimarche.it
The Order of Psychologists is a not-for-profit public institution born to regulate the profession of Psychologist in Italy. It keeps members registers and cares about ethics, protection of professional title, education and promotion.

16 WISEPRESS

25 High Path, Merton Abbey, London – SW19 2JL
United Kingdom
Phone: +44 20 8715 1812
Fax: +44 20 8715 1722
www.wisepress.com
marketing@wisepress.com
Wisepress.com, Europe’s leading conference bookseller, has a range of books and journals relevant to the themes of the meeting. In addition to attending 200 conferences per year, Wisepress has a comprehensive medical and scientific bookshop online with great offers. Follow us on Twitter for the latest news @WisepressBooks.

17 SALIMETRICS

Unit 7, Acom Business Centre
Oaks Drive
Newmarket, Suffolk – CB8 7SY
United Kingdom
Phone: +44 (0) 1638782619
www.salimetrics.com
www.europe@salimetrics.com
Salimetrics are the world leaders in saliva research, and support psychology researchers around the world with our innovative products and services for the study of salivary biomarkers. We provide collection devices, assay kits and certified saliva and hair testing services for minimally invasive, quantitative measurement of markers of stress, competition, reproduction, sleep, inflammation and immune function.

18 15th ECP 2017

NIP P.O. Box 2085 – 3500 GB Utrecht
Netherlands
Phone: +31 8201500
www.psyp.nl
info@psyp.nl
The 15th ECP is organised by the Dutch Association of Psychologists (NIP) and the Belgian Federation of Psychologists (BFP). Amsterdam, the fascinating and inspiring capital of the Netherlands will host the ECP from 11 – 14 July 2017. The congress takes place in the modern surrounding of the RAI Convention Centre.

19 ICP2016

5-23-13 Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo
Japan
Phone: +81 338143953
www.icp2016.jp
info@icp2016.jp / jpasuzu@psych.or.jp
ICP2016 will take place in Yokohama, Japan, in July, 2016. ICP is the biggest international congress in psychology and is held under joint auspice of IUPsyS and the Japanese Psychological Association.

20 SAGE

1 Olivia’s Yard, 55 City Road – London, EC1Y 1SP
United Kingdom
www.sagepublications.com
SAGE remains majority-owned by our founder, who has ensured that the company will remain permanently independent.

The 14th European Congress of Psychology

Founded 50 years ago by Sara Miller McCune to support the dissemination of usable knowledge and educate a global community, SAGE publishes journals, books, and library products spanning a range of subject areas. SAGE remains majority-owned by our founder, who has ensured that the company will remain permanently independent.
Discover the world of SCHUHFRIED

Wherever high quality and scientifically sound psychological assessment is needed, the Vienna Test System can be used. The main areas of application are personnel psychology, clinical neuropsychology, traffic psychology, and sports psychology.

Enter the world of SCHUHFRIED and explore what the Vienna Test System has to offer: schuhfried.com

SCHUHFRIED GmbH, Hyrtlstrasse 45, 2340 Moedling, Austria
Telefon +43 2236 42315
E-Mail info@schuhfried.com

SCHUHFRIED
passion for psychology
Hogrefe is a publisher of psychology and mental health books, journals, and psychometric tests with operations in 11 European countries, in Brazil, and the USA.

**Psychometric Tests —**
*Professionally developed, internationally adapted assessment tools*

**Books —**
*Bringing you the expertise of thought-leaders in psychology*

**Journals —**
*Your access to the latest in psychological science*

**Hogrefe Group**
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- www.hogrefe.nl
- www.hogrefe.it
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